
 
UK5G – Creative Industries Working Group  
 
Terms of Reference: 
 
Background: 
The creative industries made a record contribution to the UK economy in 2017. It has grown 
from £94.8 billion in 2016 to £101.5 billion at nearly twice the rate of the economy since 
20101. 
 
The sector, including TV, film, games, advertising, music and digital creative industries, is 
likely to be one of the first to drive the uptake of 5G through faster and more reliable 
downloads of video content and immersive gaming, available on the go. 
 
This sector is amongst the most demanding requiring huge network capacity. 5G could 
unlock the potential of these industries by offering high bandwidth low latency streaming of 
audio-visual and graphic content. 
 
The kinds of innovations that we might see are live multi camera events produced remotely, 
real-time, multi-party gaming in a virtual world, or Ultra High Definition content made 
available over Content Distribution Networks. 
 
 
Purpose of the Working Group: 
 
The purpose of the working group (WG) will be to engage with companies and individuals 
working across the creative industries to understand the benefits of 5G technologies and 
how they might use them or collaborate with others. 
 
Objectives: 
 
These are likely to evolve over time, but in the short/medium term, they will be: 
 

• Organise up to 6 events per year to demonstrate the value of 5G technologies and 
how companies and individuals can use them  
 

• Work with UK5G and DCMS to develop funding streams for creative industries to 
collaborate to develop new 5G thinking and product or service innovations 
 

• Deliver feedback back into UK5G for the purpose of helping it to inform DCMS policy 
on the roll-out and adoption of 5G in the UK. 

 
 
 

                                                        
 



 
Structure of the WG: 
 
As with other UK5G working groups, the WG will have a Chair, taken from the UK5G 
Advisory Group. This role will be taken up by Claire Harvey from Red Bee Media. There will 
also be a Deputy Chair – Dr Alexander Connock. 
 
We envisage a working group made up of around 10 interested and relevant individuals. 
 
Membership selection criteria: 
 
It is imperative that the WG gets an optimal, wide-ranging selection of members for the 
WG. We envisage that members will have a range of experience, skills and insight derived 
both from the supply (telecoms) and demand (potential customers of 5G) side of industry. 
 
In addition, required capabilities might also include: 
 

• Senior responsibility within the creative industries 
• Expertise or interest in 5G technologies 
• Relevant businesses that might provide insight into the needs of SME generally 
• Deep sector knowledge for specific industries 
• Links to local, relevant research bases 

 
Process: 
 

1. Once agreed, this document will be posted up on WG’s page on www.uk5g.org and 
registered users will be invited to apply to sit on the WG. 

2. The Chair, in conjunction with UK5G and interested AG members, will choose a list of 
relevant applicants 

3. WGs will be organised routinely, at the discretion of the Chair and Deputy Chair 
4. An action plan will be developed after the inaugural meeting 
5. The progress of the WG will be reviewed twice-yearly at the UK5G Advisory Group 

meetings (normally July, January) 
 
 


